Abstract. In a paper on the taxonomy of 2-primal rings, examples of various types of rings that are related to commutativity such as reduced, symmetric, duo, reversible and PS I were given in order to show that the ring class inclusions were strict. Many of the rings given in the examples were infinite. In this paper, where possible, examples of minimal finite rings of the various types are given. Along with the rings in the previous taxonomy, NI, abelian and reflexive rings are also included.
Introduction and Overview
As finite structures, in particular finite rings, become more and more prevalent and useful in various disciplines, having minimal examples becomes more important. In coding theory for instance, the most general class of rings that are useful are finite Frobenius rings. This was justified by Wood in [17] . So, it is important to be aware of small Frobenius rings. Another reason for minimal examples of various types of rings is simply to have more tangible examples for understanding. In the case of 2-primal rings, it is helpful to know that U 2 (F 2 ) is 2-primal but M 2 (F 2 ) is not.
In [12] , the taxonomy of 2-primal rings, Marks states that, in reaction to a question by T. Y. Lam, he provided an example of a finite reversible nonsymmetric ring, namely F 2 Q 8 , the F 2 group algebra over the quaternion group. This prompted his "funny little problem" as he puts it. Is F 2 Q 8 a minimal reversible nonsymmetric ring? In [15] , the present author shows that F 2 Q 8 is indeed such a ring. It is also shown that F 2 u, v u 3 , v 3 , u 2 + v 2 + vu, vu 2 + uvu + vuv is a minimal reversible nonsymmetric ring as well. The two stated examples differ in that fact that F 2 Q 8 is right duo but the other ring is not. Hence minimality is independent of being duo. Finding minimal rings with a given property is many times not a trivial matter. Since there is no full characterization of finite rings and as of yet there is no way of listing rings of a particular order, finding rings with particular properties especial minimal ones is a tedious process.
Minimal rings of various types have been found in recent years: in [14] minimal commutative Frobenius nonchain rings, in [20] minimal noncommutative right duo rings, in [18] minimal noncommutative semicommutative, in [8] noncommutative reversible and reflexive rings. Interestingly enough, all such minimal rings are of order 16 . Some other well known minimal rings are for instance,
x 2 and Z 4 , the smallest chain rings that are not fields,
x 2 , the smallest noncommutative chain ring, U 2 (F 2 ), the smallest noncommutative ring.
A finite ring with identity is a direct sum of rings of prime power order for distinct primes. Representations of finite rings can be found in [16] . There have been full classifications of finite rings of order p n where p is prime and n ≤ 5:
. The general classification for n ≥ 6 is still open although there was some initial work done in [7] for n = 6.
In [13] there is an extensive set of references provided for the various types of rings covered in the taxonomy. For background on NI rings the reader is refered to [6, 11] and for background on reflexive rings to [8, 9] . Although names for most of the ring types mentioned have been settled in the literature, semicommutative rings appear under alternative names. For instance in [13], Marks refers to semicommutative rings as rings having the S I property. They have also been called zero insertive rings.
In Section 2, definitions of the various ring types discussed are given as well as the ring class inclusions. It also covers some basic results on these ring types some known minimal rings needed. Section 3 has the main results on minimal rings of various types. It is split between into two subsections, one on reflexive rings and one on nonreflexive rings.
Preliminaries
In this paper a ring has unity unless otherwise stated. Given a ring R, J(R) is the Jacobson radical of R, N(R) is the set of nilpotent elements of R, Nil * (R) is the lower nil radical of R (the prime radical of R, the intersection of all prime ideals of R) and Nil * (R) is the upper nil radical of R (the sum of all nil ideals of R). It is well known that Nil * (R) is a nil ideal and that Nil * (R) is the unique largest nil ideal of
Definition 2.1. A ring R is ...
(1) reduced if N(R) = 0 (equivalently, for all a ∈ R, a 2 = 0 implies a = 0). (equivalently, every right (left) ideal of R is 2-sided). A ring that is both right and left duo is simply a duo ring.
Of course a search for minimal rings only needs to consider finite rings. It turns out that in the class of finite rings, there is no distinction between the subclasses of PS I, 2-primal and NI rings.
Lemma 2.2. Let R be a finite ring. Then Nil * (R) = Nil * (R) = J(R) ⊂ N(R). Furthermore, the following are equivalent.
(1) R satisfies PS I (2) R is 2-primal (3) R is NI Proof. It is well known that Nil * (R) is a nil ideal and that Nil * (R) is the unique largest nil ideal of R. So, Nil * (R) ⊂ Nil * (R) ⊂ N(R). From the definitions it is clear then that PS I implies 2-primal which implies NI. By Proposition 10.27 in [10] , Nil * (R) = Nil
, by Proposition 3.15 of [13] which says a 2-primal semilocal ring with nil jacobson radical satisfies PS I, if R is 2-primal it satisfies PS I.
From now on, NI rings will be used when any of the 3 types in the previous lemma are needed. Proof. From Theorem 12.7 in [10] , a reduced ring is subdirect product of domains. Since a finite domain is a field, a finite reduced ring is commutative.
Lemma 2.5. A semicommutative ring is abelian.
Proof. Let R be a semicommutative ring and e an idempotent of R. Then e(1 − e) = 0 and (1 − e)e = 0. Since R is semicommutative, eR(1 − e) = 0 and (1 − e)Re = 0. So, for a ∈ R, ea = ea(1 − e + e) = eae = (1 − e + e)ae = ae and e is central.
Lemma 2.6. Let R be a local ring. If R/J(R) is a prime field and
Lemma 2.7. A ring is reversible if and only if it is semicommutative and reflexive.
Proof. Clearly, a reversible ring is semicommutative and reflexive. Let R be semicommutative and reflexive. Let a, b ∈ R and assume ab = 0. By semicommutativity, aRb = 0. By reflexivity, bRa = 0. So, ba = 0 and R is reversible.
In [1] it was shown that given a finite ring R there exists an orthogonal set of idempotents {e 1 , . . . , e m } ⊂ R such that e 1 + · · · + e m = 1, R i = e i Re i is a primary ring (a full matrix ring over a local ring) and
is a subring of R and M is an additive subgroup of J(R) which is an S-bimodule. For the purposes of the work herein, this will simply be called the decomposition of the finite ring R. Clearly,
Lemma 2.8. Let R be a finite ring with ring decomposition {e 1 , . . . , e m },
(1) R is abelian if and only if M = 0 and R i is local for i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. (2) R is NI if and only if R i is local for i ∈ {1, . . . , m}.
(1) This follows directly from the definition of an abelian ring.
(2) Assume R 1 is not local. Since R 1 is a primary ring, R 1 = M n (T ) for n > 1 and some local ring T . Let e ij be the (i, j) matrix unit of R 1 . Then e 12 and e 21 are nilpotent but e 12 + e 21 is not. So, R in this case is not NI. Now assume R i is local for i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Then N(S) = J(S). By Lemma 2.2, J(R) ⊂ N(R). Let r ∈ N(R). Then r = s + u for some s ∈ S and u ∈ M ⊂ J(R) and for some n, 0 = (s + u) n = s n + t for some t ∈ J(R) since M ⊂ J(R). So, s n = −t and then s n ∈ J(R)∩S = N(S). Hence, s ∈ N(S) = J(S) and r ∈ J(R) showing N(R) = J(R) and R is NI. 
showing (e 1 , 0)R(0, d) = 0. Hence, R is nonreflexive. Figure 2 has the ring class inclusions of the types of finite rings being considered. The implications not covered in the lemmas above follow directly from the definitions. refl.
It is easily seen that if * is one of the ring types being considered, a finite ring is of type * if and only if every ring direct summand is of type *. This is why when searching for minimal rings of these types, only indecomposable rings need to be checked. The only exception is a non-NI nonreflexive ring (see Theorem 3.7). Since a finite ring with identity is a direct sum of rings of prime power order for distinct primes, the search is further limited to rings of prime power order. 
Proof. Since commutative rings are NI, by Lemma 2.8(2) and Proposition 2.9, all rings of order p, p 2 or p 3 are NI. By Lemma 2.8(2) and Proposition 2.10, the only ring of order p 4 that is not NI is M 2 (F p ) and of order p 5 is M 2 (F p ) ⊕ F 2 . So, the minimal non-NI ring is M 2 (F 2 ). Knowing that F 2 ⊕ F 2 ,
x 2 , Z 4 and F p 2 are the rings of order 4, by Lemma 2.8(2), the rings
and M 2 (F p ) ⊕ F p 2 are the only decomposable non-NI rings of order p 6 . The only possible indecomposable non-NI ring of order p 6 would be a ring with components R 1 = M 2 (F p ) and R 2 = F p and |M| = p in its ring decomposition. But, the minimal submodules of M 2 (F p ) are isomorphic to F 2 p so no such ring exists. Remark 2.12. The set of noncommutative local rings of order 16 can be deduced from work in [1] or [3] . It turns out that they are precisely the minimal noncommutative semicommutative rings which is the subject of Proposition 2.13. Note σ denotes the Frobenius automorphism on F 4 .
Proposition 2.13 ([18] Theorem 8).
A minimal noncommutative semicommutative ring has order 16. The complete list of such rings is
Proposition 2.15 ([8] Theorem 5).
A minimal noncommutative reflexive ring has order 16. The complete list of such rings is •
• M 2 (F 2 ).
Minimal Rings
In this section the minimal rings of the various types according to the diagram in Figure 2 are identified. This will be done first for nonreflexive rings and then for reflexive rings. . Proof. Follows from Propositions 2.13, 2.14 and 2.15.
From Remark 2.12 and Proposition 2.9, any noncommutative abelian ring of order less than 32 is local semicommutative. Therefore, a nonsemicommutative abelian ring is of order at least 32. The next proposition shows that such a ring must actually be at least of order 64. (1)
Let R be any of the rings above. Then R is local, J(R) = F 2 u+F 2 v+J 2 ,
In a finite local ring, the jacobson radical is the set of zero divisors. Let a, b ∈ J(R) and c ∈ R. Then for some
for some x ∈ J(R) 3 showing α 1 α 2 = 0. Now, acb = arb+α 1 α 3 α 2 u 3 = 0. So, if ab = 0 then aRb = 0 and R is semicommutative.
Theorem 3.4 (Minimal Nonreflexive Abelian Nonsemicommutative).
A minimal nonreflexive abelian nonsemicommutative ring is of order 64 an example of which is F 2 u, v u 2 , v 2 , uvu − vuv Proof. By Proposition 3.3, an abelian ring of order less than 64 is semicommutative. Let
To see that R is nonreflexive, notice, for α, β, γ, δ, ǫ, ζ ∈ F ,
Remark 3.5. The ring F 2 u, v u 2 , v 2 , uvu − vuv was shown to be a minimal nonreflexive abelian nonsemicommutative ring. From the proof it can be seen that it is actually minimal among all nonsemicommutative rings, reflexive or not. Theorem 3.6 (Minimal Nonreflexive NI Nonabelian). The minimal NI nonabelian nonreflexive ring is U 2 (F 2 ) and is of order 8.
Proof. By Proposition 2.15, U 2 (F 2 ) is nonreflexive. Clearly U 2 (F 2 ) is the minimal nonabelian ring since it is not abelian and is the unique minimal noncommutative ring. By Lemma 2.8(2), U 2 (F 2 ) is NI. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.11, the only non-NI indecomposable rings of order less than 128 are M 2 (F 2 ) and M 2 (F 3 ). But, these are both reflexive. By Theorem 3.6, the smallest nonreflexive ring is U 2 (F 2 ) which is unique. So, M 2 (F 2 ) ⊕ U 2 (F 2 ) is the unique decomposable minimal non-NI nonreflexive of order 128.
An indecomposable example would have to have at least one of the component rings in its ring decomposition to be nonlocal by Lemma 2.8. Since the minimal right or left modules of M 2 (F 2 ) are isomorphic to F 2 2 , the only indecomposable non-NI non-reflexive rings of order 128 are
Of course F 2 is the minimal reduced ring and the minimal nonreduced commutative rings are the indecomposable rings of order 4 that are not fields namely
x 2 and Z 4 . Theorem 3.8 (Minimal Symmetric Duo Noncommutative). The minimal symmetric duo noncommutative ring is
and is of order 16.
x 2 . By Propositions 2.13 and 2.15, R is the minimal semicommutative reflexive duo ring. By Lemma 2.7, R is reversible. In [15] it was shown that a minimal reversible nonsymmetric ring is of order 256. Since |R| = 16, R is symmetric. The symetricity of R can easily be shown directly.
Theorem 3.9 (Minimal Symmetric Nonduo). A minimal symmetric nonduo ring is of order 32 an example of which is
Proof. By Remark 2.12, the rings listed in Proposition 2.13 are the noncommutative local rings of order 16. By inspection, it is clear that none of these rings are reversible hence they are nonsymmetric. For a prime p, by Proposition 2.9, any local ring of order p, p 2 or p 3 is commutative. So, any symmetric ring of order less than 32 is commutative and therefore duo. Let
First note that any third degree monomial in u and v is 0. It is easy to see then that R is an F 2 -algebra with basis {1, u, v, uv, vu} and |R| = 32. Next, R is not left duo since v(u + v) = vu / ∈ {av + buv|a, b ∈ F 2 } = Rv. By Lemma 2.3, R is not duo. To show R is reversible, assume
and R is reversible. From [15] , a reversible ring of order less than 256 is symmetric. Since |R| = 32, R is symmetric. Hence, R is a minimal symmetric nonduo ring. Proof. One of the main results of [15] .
Theorem 3.11 (Minimal Reversible Nonsymmetric Nonduo). A minimal reversible nonsymmetric nonduo ring is of order 256 an example of which is
Proof. One of the main results of [15] . 
define multiplication as
It is straight forward to check that R is a ring with 1 = (1, 1, 0, 0). Furthermore, e 1 = (1, 0, 0, 0) and e 2 = (0, 1, 0, 0) are idempotents which give the ring decomposition of R where the direct summands are R 1 , R 2 , M 12 and M 21 respectively. First, R is nonabelian since M = 0. Secondly, since R 1 and R 2 are local, by Lemma 2.8(2), R is NI. Finally, it will be shown that R is also reflexive. Let a, b ∈ R and assume aRb = 0. So a = (a 1 , a 2 , a 12 , a 21 ) and 12 , a 12 b 21 , a 1 b 21 , a 21 b 2 , a 12 b 1 , a 2 b 12 , a 1 b 12 , a 21 b 1 , a 12 b 2 , a 2 b 21 , a 1 b 2 , a 2 
So, for r = (r 1 , r 2 , r 12 , r 21 ) ∈ R, Proof. For a prime p, Proposition 2.9 shows that the only indecomposable nonabelian ring of order p, p 2 or p 3 is U 2 (F p ). But this ring is nonreflexive (see Theorem 3.6). From Lemma 2.8(4) and Proposition 2.10, the only indecomposable nonabelian reflexive ring of order p 4 is M 2 (F p ) since all the others have M = 0 but M 2 = 0 in their ring decomposition. But M 2 (F p ) is non-NI by Proposition 2.11. In [1] , it was shown that there are only 2 rings of order 32 which have a ring decomposition with M 2 = 0 (see Lemma 1.5 in [1] ). In either one of those two rings, (0, 0, 1, 0)R(0, 0, 0, 1) = 0 but (0, 0, 0, 1)R(0, 0, 1, 0) = 0 so they are nonreflexive. By Lemma 2.8, a nonabelian NI ring with M 2 = 0 (nonabelian NI guarantees M = 0) is nonreflexive. So, all indecomposable nonabelian rings of order 32 are nonreflexive. Hence, there are no NI nonabelian reflexive rings of order less than 64. R was shown to be an NI nonabelian reflexive ring of order 64 in Example 3.13. and M 2 (F 2 ). By Proposition 2.13,
is semicommutative and therefore NI. By Lemma 2.8(2), M 2 (F 2 ) is not NI.
Conclusion
Minimal rings of all but one of the types of rings under consideration were found. Reflexive abelian nonsemicommutative, proved more elusive and is left for future consideration. From Proposition 3.3, such a ring is at least of order 64. There is no known example of a finite local reflexive nonsemicommutative ring. It was however shown in Remark 3.12 that an infinite ring of this type exists.
